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IndoNostalgia Run 45 – May 2014
Return to Bracon Ash
Our previous visit to Mergate Hall had been such
a success that Come Later and Rosita invited us
to hold another IndoNostalgia there, with
assistance with the actual trail laying from
Jetstream and Unmentionable. Prior to the
weekend, the Chub family had been busy
preparing Indonesian makan, erecting tents,
cutting grass and tasting samples of local ale at
The Pelican.

As Dirty Dex was not there the veto Mr Bossy’s
presence he was allowed to stay on for the
weekend having assisted with the preparations.
This was on the condition that he kept his clothes
on, but unfortunately, as expected he failed to
keep his part of the arrangement.

The Pelican in Tacolneston is listed as one of the
25 pubs to visit before you die, but since taking
over the Brandon Brewery their choice of other
Brewery’s ales has become restricted and they
may lose this accolade. However, they came up
trumps with kegs of Grumpy Bastard, Miserable
Cow and Old Rodney delivered to Mergate Hall in
time for the weekend.

Mr Bossy and Come Later celebrate a successful
erection (of the marquee)

Early arrivals lent a hand with the final
preparations and, more importantly, tapped and
tasted the beer. Hashers coming up the A11 had
to pass by the St George’s Distillery and the
temptation to sample English Whisky proved too
great to simply pass by.
Off to The Pelican to taste the beer!

Those who had booked first were rewarded by a
bed in the Hall, whilst the rest either camped or
stayed in the next village. Blowback, Little Blow
and new baby Delilah threw caution to the wind
and stayed next door with Marilyn. Those who
attended our previous run at Bracon Ash,
especially The Penguin, know the risk they took!
Time for a group picture whilst waiting for the Hares

Saturday dawned and Haven’t Got One
volunteered to cook breakfast whilst the Hares
went off to lay dust. It was obviously a longish
trail as the Hares weren’t back by the time the
pack were ready to set off. However, by the time
introductions were complete the Hares were back
and directed the FRBs down the runway. The sign
of a well laid run is that the walkers are able to
keep the FRBs in sight and some cunning checks
ensured that this was the case today.
Delilah’s first IndoNostalgia Hash

The Mismanagement was appointed with
Blowback remaining Hashmaster, Tampon,
despite attempting to hand over to a younger
member, is still RA. Paparazzi took on the task
of Hashflash and did a great job, not only taking
pictures but also passing them on to the Scribe.
Did I say Scribe? In order to give the Newsletter a
fresh look, Strap On was appointed Scribe and
we’re still waiting for his report over a year
later! KonKorde was appointed Master of Music,
with El Rave and Bastard stepping in to assist.
The Penguin is now officially our InterHashional
Representative, who does fuck all but is entitled
to free beer at any Inter-Hash event that he
attends. Pugwash stepped in as Piss Pourer.
Most of us arrived on Friday, Ballsack coming all
the way from France on his motorbike in the rain.
Campers pitched their tents, those in the Hall
checked out the historical building where Queen
Elizabeth 1st slept in 1578 and everyone else got
quietly pissed and enjoyed the Barbie. Klinger
had come prepared with 3 pairs of underpants
but unfortunately they were his wife, Sarah’s,
who no doubt spent a lively weekend in
Cambridge, commando style.

On-on down the runway

Through the wheat fields

Then the pack came across a style which
provided a photo opportunity – what a load of
posers!

Can’t Be Arsed and Lina sprint when the camera is on
them. Haven’t Got One’s vain attempt to get everyone
up a false trail was a complete failure.
Mme Durex and Mr Bossy – sexy stiles

Over the style we were into a field of bullocks. At
this point Daffodildo displayed typical sceptic
courage by running straight at them …. then they
disappeared! By the time the pack arrived the
field was empty, not a bullock in sight. Where
they disappeared to is still a mystery.

Bastard and The Penguin – posing stiles
A lone prick but not a bullock in sight, thankfully

Whilst the FRBs indulged themselves posing for
the camera, the walkers, led by Woolly Jumper
just kept on walking, no time to pose or they
might miss the beer stop.

Sadist and Ballsack – bizarre stiles

In fact there seemed to be more posing than
running, with Paparazzi up with the FRBs flashing
at every opportunity. Even Can’t Be Arsed and
Lina broke into a trot when the camera was
turned on them.

Slapper, Slaphead and Woolly Jumper stride out so
that they don’t miss the beer stop

Once over the style and down the road towards
the playground where Tampon and KonKorde
found a book with large enough print so that even
they could read it.

A beer stop at last

WTF is going on?

Down the road and into the woods. “Beware
Highland Cattle” the sign said, and this time it
was correct. Huge Scottish beasts blocked the
trail. But they turned out to be harmless and let
us through without so much as a moo.

Amazingly, more made it to the beer stop than had
started the run

Unusually, more “runners” made it to the beer
stop for a group photo than had managed to
gather for a similar picture prior to the run.
The pack got a bit more spread out from here
onwards but still the runners were generally
together. Klinger was delayed as he came across
some sheep (bad choice of words – Ed). Hash
virgin Tom fell foul of Mr Bossy’s mud slinging
and was named Stylish for his muddy wet look.

No intention of Moo’ving out of the way

At this point we reached Come Later’s blue
Austin Seven and a very welcome beer stop.
However, the beer was consumed rather quickly
and the pack continued on the trail. At this point
we lost the walkers who realised, with help from
the Hare, that Mergate Hall was a mile up the
road and a detour round the trail was pointless.

Across the main road, another short cutting
opportunity and then up to All Saints Church and
down to the Bird In Hand in Wreningham. Those
who had the sense to bring some cash dived in for
a quick pint leaving the others to follow the trail
back across the fields to the Hall.
After quenching our thirsts with a beer or three,
a typical IndoNostalgia circle followed, with
songs, jokes, down-downs and general chaos.
Real firearms were found for the rendition of
Tipperary which livened up proceedings.

Elesha appeared wearing a T-Shirt with a bold
SMT on her chest and was promptly christened
See My Tits by our, ever tasteful RA, Tampon.
To complete the Chub clan, Emma arrived,
looking the part in running gear, but declaring an
allergy to anything that actually involved
running, a true hasher! Stork completed the
family, he only joins the hash when we are a
Mergate Hall so is in no danger of over training.
Unlike Emma, Norfolk hasher Luv Ya Muvva
turned up in such a large pair of boots he must
have just come from staring in a pantomime!

KonKorde, El Rave and Bastard were trusted with real
rifles, thankfully without ammunition

Ballsack re-enacted his trip over from France
with Moroccan Mole standing in as his motor bike
with some “rain” falling to give authenticity,
despite the sunny day.

A superb Indonesian feast followed with some of
the best tasting dishes we’ve ever had on
IndoNostalgia. Many thanks to Rosita, her family
and friends for such excellent, authentic,
makan.
As it got dark El Rave and Bastard got up on
stage and started the entertainment. Even The
Penguin who is very anti amplified music at hash
events, was spellbound as they performed with
aplomb, assisted by KonKorde from time to time.
The secret to their success was down to Come
Later who, in a previous life, was a highly
talented professional sound engineer, and so got
the balance between decibels and a load of
bollocks, spot on.
So successful was the evening that it became
apparent that, as expected, we were running out
of beer. The Pelican had promised to supply
another firkin if required but failed to deliver.
This stretched the resources of the Chub family
until Eleanor managed to find another Brewery in
Norwich who supplied a firkin of, appropriately
named, Hell Cat at very short notice.

Ballsack riding Moroccan Mole

Another complicated sketch involved Mme Durex
as a prickly bush, Woolly Jumper as a tree and
Mr Bossy was made a stream. For some reason he
ended up covered with flour and soaking wet
which must have been something to do with the
stream theme but I can’t recall exactly why.

A tortoise picture as a thank you to Eleanor

At some point, Mogal Mattress, arrived, she’d
been told by Mr Bossy that this was a men only

event but when she’d checked the list of
attendees she realised it was a mixed and so
came over to join us. No wonder Bagpus kept a
low profile.

flew his ancient old bi-plane over the airfield.
Unfortunately most of us had left at this point so
missed the spectacle.

Another cooked breakfast set us up for Sunday,
once again thanks to HGO. The hangover trail
went to the north of Bracon Ash and took in some
new paths that Come Later and Jetstream had
discovered when they did the rece and even old
Norfolk hasher Mr Bossy didn’t know existed.
It may have been a short trail but some long
checks delayed the pack and the trail took nearly
half an hour longer than it should. A loop round
some permissive paths at the far end of the trail
had everyone confused and going round in
circles, but as it was very pretty nobody
complained.
Tampon thought that he had worked out which
way the trail was going and, followed by Bastard,
totally missed the whole run as they went off in
the wrong direction.

A rather sophisticated apres hash dinner

A cultural evening followed with a candle light
dinner, fortunately Sadist had stayed on and was
able to show the oiks how to tie their bow ties.
Each member added a reading or story to
entertain the remaining guests. Culture, Strap
On and Bastard, now there’s an oxymoron!

As we ran back to the Hall, the lure of the beer
proved too much for the FRBs who ran on in down
the road, missing a very cunning part of the trail
over private land. Thanks to Blowback for finding
this bit.
Lunch proved to be rather more than a light
snack and resulted in a very laid back circle as
everyone was too full to stand.
Then, some of Come Later’s classic motors made
an appearance, the highlight of which had to be
the Rolls Royce Silver Ghost.

See My Tits brings some culture to the evening

Once again the overwhelming hospitality of our
hosts made for another excellent IndoNostalgia
weekend. A BIG THANK YOU to Come Later,
Rosita and all of the Chub family.

Rolls Royce Silver Ghost or just another old banger?

Those who stayed on for another night were
rewarded by a fly past as a buddy of Come Later

When it comes to posing you can’t beat a peacock

